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Addressing unmet need via four tiers
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Reliance on human
PK data combined
with preclinical data

• A & D are familiar, B & C are new

Rex JR et al. Lancet Infect Dis. 2013

Acceptance of smaller clinical datasets (often merged across body 
sites) in response to unmet medical need

• Tier A not really necessary today
• (Tetraphase, Nabriva)

Quantity of clinical
efficacy data
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Limited success



Basic clinical development 
pathways

Standard, traditional non-inferiority (NI) trial comparing test article 
to a “gold standard” comparator:

� Best for more broad spectrum drugs or for treating 
staphylococcal infections

� Two trials used to be required for each indication – but –

� Streamlined pathways now exist where a single NI trial per 
indication is acceptable for antibacterials active against 
resistant strains or which have other properties (improved 
safety profile) meeting important unmet medical needs 
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Think innovation!



Tigecycline example (from 20 years ago)
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Decreasing from 90% to 80% power doubles the risk of a false negative result 
when the agent is actually not inferior (thanks to M. Wible)



Non-inferiority margin
True or false:

� If  the NI margin is 10%, the test agent can be up to 10% 
inferior to the comparator drug and still be approved

� Misleading (at least) – if  the test agent shows that the lower 
bound of  the 95% confidence interval (CI) crosses -10%, it 
is considered not to be non-inferior at the 10% level

É The 95% CI could still include a non-inferior or even superior result 
– but non-inferiority at the 10% level cannot be concluded.

� In other words – whether one meets the margin is a 
statistical calculation and may not imply that the test agent 
is actually 10% inferior to the comparator
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Evolution of  FDA trial requirements
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For antibiotics that would target patients with unmet needs (those with drug resistant 
infections), for some indications, the NI margin can increase allowing for a more 
streamlined trial. 
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Non-inferiority margins



Tier B

� Requires an innovative drug that 
meets an unmet clinical need

� A single NI trial in a traditional 
indication
PLUS

� A single trial in a second traditional 
indication OR

� A single trial that may target resistant 
pathogens (tier C)
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Tier B

Example 1 – ceftazidime-avibactam:
� Approved by FDA based on two phase 2 trials: complicated 

intra-abdominal infections (cIAI) and complicated urinary tract 
infections (cUTI) FDA 505(b)(2)

� 25% ceftazidime-resistant infections
� Later, multiple phase 3 NI trials in traditional indications 

including hospital-acquired bacterial pneumonia (HABP) and 
ventilator-associated bacterial pneumonia (VABP) PLUS
� A ceftazidime-resistant infection trial comparing to best 

available therapy in patients in a NI design (REPRISE): 
Carmelli et. al. Lancet ID 2016 1

0



Example 2 – plazomicin:

• A superiority design trial studying multidrug-resistant (MDR) infections 
used in combination with a single NI trial (cUTI) (from Achaogen website)

Tier B

1
1



Basic clinical development pathways

Does a drug need to be studied in the context of  highly resistant 
infections?

� Scientifically – no
Studies in usually encountered resistance within the context of  
a standard clinical trial are acceptable. In vitro data and 
PK/PD data help to make the argument that the test agent is 
active against resistant infections clinically. 

� Commercially – yes – It is difficult to explain PK/PD to most 
clinicians. 

� But these do not necessarily have to be pivotal studies for 
registration. 

1
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Pathogen-Specific Antibacterials
The problem is the numbers

Pseudomonas infections are much more common (almost 10 x) than those caused 

by Acinetobacter. But Pseudomonas is less likely to be Carbapenem-R (6-23%) 

than Acinetobacter (24-52%). 

GC, TB – no problem

Sources: Rex JR – FDA workshop on pathogen specific antibacterials 2016
Shlaes et. al., AAC,2013 



Pathogen Specific Antibacterials
The problem is the numbers

Given the restricted numbers of subjects available for study – even when combining 

pneumonia, bacteremia and UTI, 

• Are non-inferiority trials feasible even with a larger margin (since this would be the lowest 

risk approach)?

• After success in such a trial, you would probably need to rely on in vitro data (and 

PK/PD) to show clinicians how to use the drug. 

• Based on our recent webinar, it is not clear that there are pathways 

(that sponsors will use) for development of these products outside of 

non-inferiority trials where trial feasibility remains tenuous.

• Re: “Enhancers” and alternate approaches – see our next webinar Jan 29



Global Sales
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Sales $Billion

Antibacterial Drugs

Total Pharmaceuticals



2015 Sales of  Recent Antibiotics
- Launches Have Been Miserable

Duke-Margolis

Recent experience is no different



Modified 
from 
Forbes



The High-Price Model is  a Failure?
(IMS Data)
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Companies Lost in 2018

� The Medicines Company (end 2017) – sold assets to Melinta

� Sanofi

� Novartis

� Allergan (no news of  successful divestiture yet)

� Achaogen (halted R&D and seems to be for sale)

� Melinta (halted R&D)



Summary
� Regulatory pathways for antibacterials have been streamlined and requisite trial 

expense has decreased over the last decade.

� Determine Medical Need
� Get infectious diseases advice
� Construct a target product profile

� From a portfolio perspective –
� Have one – relying on a single asset is risky

� Balance – pathogen-specific and other approaches where patient numbers are limited remain high risk

� Most important – Fix the Broken Market!
� 2019 will be a critical year.


